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Digital Business Ireland (DBI) is the
voice of the Irish digital commerce
sector. 

Digital Business Ireland (DBI) is the voice of the Irish
digital commerce sector. Set up in 2019, DBI has a
community of over 6,000 businesses in the
organisation and counts a number of national trade
representative bodies among its membership along
with individual businesses. 

The organisation continues to grow its membership
footprint across a wide range of online and digital
businesses to include technology, retail, hospitality,
professional services, travel, transport, education,
leisure, agri-business and property. 

DBI provides a range of services to its membership to
include  training and events, networking opportunities,
general advisory, insights, advocacy and public policy
development all which facilitates digital businesses to
grow, thrive and achieve their ambitions.
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Introduction

Irish society and the economy have experienced a
tumultuous eighteen months and the Covid-19
pandemic has had a transformative effect on both
how we have done business under restrictions and
how business will be conducted into the future.
Indeed, specific trends and opportunities are
emerging that will clearly outlast the pandemic era.

The NextGenerationEU recovery instrument, for
example, is focused on creating a more digitalised
Single Market and green growth. Ireland’s plan for
allocating funds under this programme also
underscores the importance of these twin focuses
for the development of the economy in the coming
years. It has been estimated that, under certain
conditions, a more digitalised Single Market could
provide annual gains of up to €178 billion to the EU
economy until 2030. Industry research indicates
there has been a business move towards more
online sales (31%), coupled with greater use of
remote working (73%) and increased investment in
technology (42%), pointing to a more digitalised
way of conducting business in the future.

Already before the pandemic, it was estimated that
digital contributed 4.4% to Ireland’s GDP and the
sector continues to grow by 16% per year – that is
more than 10 times the rate of growth of the
economy as a whole. The digital economy already
supports almost 95,000 jobs, both directly and
indirectly, and this figure is continuing to increase.
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Indeed, the Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated the conversation on new business models and
has sped up a clear shift towards a more digitalised future. For Ireland to take advantage of this
post-Covid-19 digitalised world, Government must drive national and EU stakeholders towards a
coordinated approach to enhance and safeguard our digital future.

It is vitally important that Budget 2022 sets out a clear pathway for Irish business to transition
through the reopening and recovery phase, and place them in a position to take advantage of the
burgeoning and competitive digital economy that will, in turn, lead to providing better access to
goods and services, public services, economic growth, quality jobs and enhancing well-being of
workers and communities.

While the ramifications of Covid-19 will continue to adversely impact a large number of
industries, the retail sector has had to undergo significant change which was exacerbated by the
change in trading conditions caused by Brexit in 2021. Immediate, direct and sustainable action
needs to be taken by Government to ensure the digital economy continues to grow post-
pandemic and remains competitive post-Brexit. 
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The restoration of the 21% VAT rate to encourage spend with Irish online
businesses

Tax concessions for building of warehouses to assist in online trading transition

Tax concessions for turning stockrooms over shops into micro/mini-fulfilment
centres

Immediate tax write off for spending on PPE

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, €21 million was spent online by Irish consumers every day
with €14 million leaving the country and being fulfilled by businesses external to Ireland.
Many of these goods emanated from third countries and therefore were not subject to VAT
which meant the prices on the products attracted a lower price and put Irish businesses at a
competitive disadvantage. While support for Irish businesses selling online rose during the
lockdowns, the Government will need to incentivise consumers to stop a flow back to
sellers from third countries which is already underway (Source: IEDR Tipping Point Report). 

Over the course of the pandemic, the nature of doing business has changed. Supply chains
are still adjusting to the disruption caused by the change in economic relationship with the
UK in January 2021. It is therefore imperative that businesses of scale are put on a
competitive footing and are incentivised to invest in their own warehousing.

Micro and small online businesses need to be facilitated to scale and grow. Increasing
facilities conducive to selling online is crucial. Many premises have over the shop rooms that
need to be recalibrated to take into account infrastructural needs of doing business post-
Covid. These need to become micro or mini-fulfilment centres where staff with digital skills
can organise orders, process them and accept payments.

The daily need for Personal Protection Equipment is set to continue well into 2022.
Businesses are still at the beginning of their recovery and need to be facilitated and
supported with this excess cost they are experiencing.

DBI recommends:

Taxation
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Nearly 140 countries have been involved in the talks organised by the OECD on the first
major rewrite of global tax rules in a generation to bring them up to date for the digital era.
It is imperative that Ireland continues to be supportive of the OECD-led approach on the
matter and, at the same time, advocates in a manner that reflects the reality of the
proportionality of our multi-national investment that will be adversely impacted by potential
changes on how we tax companies, including those in the digital sector that have helped
keep our economy running throughout the lockdown periods.

The Republic has traditionally supported an OECD-led approach inclusive of the US, with
experts warning that the imposition of an EU-wide digital tax US technology giants has the
potential to reduce Ireland’s corporate tax take. Globally agreed action is preferable to
unilateral measures when it comes to international tax affairs. As such, DBI broadly
welcomes the global taxation architecture proposed at OECD level, particularly the fact that
it does not single out digital businesses for disproportionate treatment. However, we
remain concerned by the European Commission’s suggestions that an EU Digital Tax could
still be imposed even in the event of a successful conclusion of the OECD process. 

DBI urges the Irish Government to be steadfast in opposing such unilateral measures
that risk a trade war or any element of escalation of tax or trade measures between
Europe and the US, and are at odds with the EU’s stated aims of supporting the
advancement of the digital potential of Europe.

Digital Tax
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In the context of greater awareness raising of existing remote work hub
infrastructure DBI recommends the introduction of a 3-month digital hub voucher for
SMEs to avail of hub services, this will help businesses understand the potential of
digital hubs.

DBI recommends that the National Hub Network Working Group create a Digital
Hub set-up toolkit that allows best practices to be used as a template for a
successful business cluster-minded digital hub.

DBI welcomes the publication by the Government of the Remote Work Strategy in January
2021. In particular, DBI supports actions under the strategy around the prioritisation of
investment in remote work hubs and infrastructure in underserved areas and how this
aligns with the transition to the low carbon economy. 

However, there is an acute need to raise awareness around the existing remote work hub
infrastructure in Ireland as alluded to in the strategy, and to provide real incentives for
businesses and workers to try and implement the flexible work model promoting a mixture
of home, hub and office working under the #MakingRemoteWork campaign.

Recommendations:

Digital Hubs/Clusters
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Increase funding support levels under the DTOV scheme and the Online Retail
Scheme to reflect the cost of the digitisation of businesses 

Introduce a new layer of funding under the Digital Trading Online Voucher to
€10,000 to help businesses acquire a fully functioning eCommerce website

Broaden the remit of eligible spend under the DTOV to include consumer review
services and company product and or services validation which fosters the trust
element of online shopping in order to help SMEs in Ireland to grow their digital
sales

Change the eligibility requirements under the Online Retail Scheme and remove the
minimum number of employees requirement (10) in order to allow scalable
companies at the start of their digital journey take advantage of the supports on
offer

After the long lockdown periods, Irish consumers and businesses are now more confident
to conduct business online. However, more needs to be done to encourage micro and small
enterprises to embrace the potential of online. 

With countries across Europe and around the globe investing to enable indigenous
businesses to sell online to customers at home and abroad, the existing Government
programmes supporting Irish SMEs going digital which were expanded during the
pandemic, need to be maintained and indeed further cultivated. This is crucial to ensure that
Irish consumers’ online spend is channelled to Irish-based businesses and that those
businesses can be competitive on European and global markets.

DBI Recommends:

Online supports
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Expedite the delivery of the National Broadband Plan

The National Broadband Plan (NBP), the government’s initiative to deliver high speed
broadband services to all premises in Ireland, has never been more critical. The NBP is
recognised as a key aspect of government strategy across a number of key areas including
climate, agriculture, education, transport, tourism, sustainable growth, jobs and health.

The 300 broadband connection points identified across the country will enable greater
sustainability and digitalisation in the e-commerce and services space as well as balancing
the urban-rural divide. These BCPs must be serviced as a priority along with the
government’s intention to accelerate NBP delivery. 

Covid-19 has further highlighted the importance of broadband in keeping people connected
to each other, their work, education resources, business needs, and entertainment services.

DBI Recommends:

• DBI recommends that the savings accrued by the fast uptake in broadband should be
frontloaded into the project in order to expedite its delivery.

• DBI recommends that new digital hub sites identified by the Department of Rural and
Community Development are added to the Broadband Connection Points project.

Infrastructure
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DBI recommends combining digital and sustainable training supports (hybrid-
courses etc) for retail and service-based businesses through relevant Skillnet bodies.

DBI recommends the allocation of digital tutors for businesses in Digital Hubs.

DBI recommends the expansion of the Digital Skills for Citizens Scheme to include
SME staff.

DBI recommends that new digital hub sites identified by the Department of Rural
and Community Development are added to the Broadband Connection Points
project.

The retail and services sectors are currently going through skills a revolution driven by
technology and sustainability. 

Skillnet Ireland through Retail Ireland Skillnet have done commendable work in mapping
and fighting the digital skills gap, however, more work needs to be done in helping
businesses adopt sustainable practices.. 

DBI recommends

Education
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Sustainability and climate risk have been elevated over the past year as
evidenced by the focus on a sustainable economic recovery in the EU
recovery plan and the adoption of the ambitious Climate Action and
Low Carbon Development Act.

The Programme for Government demonstrated a clear commitment to
the European Green Deal roadmap with clean, affordable and secure
energy, biodiversity, reduced pollution, sustainable food production,
and the ambition for to a low-carbon future prioritised in a manner
unprecedented across the national policy landscape.

While many businesses are willing participants in our national
ambitions and recognise the benefits of transitioning to a low-carbon
future, they are in the early stages of their decarbonisation journey and
require support, education and incentives from Government to fully
embrace and accelerate progress.

With the EU ‘Fit for 55’ legislative framework currently making its way
through the European institutions and Ireland’s first carbon budget set
to be implemented across the economy, appropriate supports and
incentives commensurate with the scale of the challenge are crucial in
order to ensure preparedness.

DBI Recommends:

• Commit funding to a national 'de-carbonisation campaign' with
grants available to SMEs to complete a Business Sustainability
Assessment (BSA) utilising data to review and measure current
energy use and source, water, waste, air and supply chain and product
packaging. The BSA should be aligned to UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

• Tax incentives for businesses that can demonstrate improvement in
their carbon footprint

• Tax incentives for companies willing to transition to renewable
energy sources

• Tax breaks for investors who invest in sustainable businesses
focused on carbon reduction, digital and innovation and climate

Sustainability and a 
Low-Carbon Economy
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A circular economy focused on waste management, reuse, recycle and repair will also
assist in the transition to a low-carbon economy, as outlined in the Second Circular
Economy Economy Action Plan 2020.  

The implementation of measures and targets will ensure results,  however businesses will
require support, knowledge and education to ensure that any targets are achieved. 
 

DBI recommends:

• Education/information grants for SMEs to ensure the implementation of efficient waste
management and packaging practices

• VAT reductions for second-hand/reused products to encourage more sustainable
practices to support the transition to a circular economy 

Circular Economy
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As we move from crisis to recovery in the face of the
Covid-19 pandemic, the Irish economy must navigate
the challenges of a joint green and digital transition,
changes to the international tax regime, and the trade
effects of Brexit which will deepen as UK import
controls are put in place. 

The change in work practices, already underway
through the start of the digital transformation, have
been accelerated by the Covid-19 pandemic where
working from home for the vast majority of employees
became the norm and a desire for hybrid work practices
has been unleashed. In that context, Budget 2022 can
be a transformational budget, investing wisely and
strategically to reflect the new reality of work while also
embracing the need for a greener and more digital
economy.

Ireland is unlikely to return to a budget surplus for some
years and as such the Government should not be
deterred from investing in key digital infrastructure
during this period of fiscal adjustment. The recovery
requires not only a reboot of the economy but also a
sustained and impactful push from Government to
allow Ireland to thrive in a decade that will see
profound changes to the ways societies and economies
around the world operate. The above measures
proposed for Budget 2022 are seen as critical to assist
Ireland’s economic recovery while also placing a
winning digital transformation strategy at the centre of
Ireland’s business future in a more sustainable and
digital, but also more competitive world.
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